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sized parts are covered with gold leaf, which 
is gently p reseed down with a puff, or ball of 
raw cotton. The leavE'S of gold for this pur
pose, may be first laid on a piece of soft buff 
leather or sheepskin, and may be cut into con
venient sized pieces, with a smooth edged 

The Art of PalntlnK. knife. These pieces may then be conveyed to 

(Continued from No. 32.) the work, and each piece placed where want-

CARRIAGE PAINTING. 
ed, by means of a little block of wood, cover-

In this, as in other painting on wood the 
ed with fine flannel The most convenient 

�aint is mixed with oil without spirits, 
'
with 

shape for this blOck ill that ot a segment about 

lttharge for a drier; but for the succeeding 
three inches long and three-fourths of ;n inch 

coats 
.
the paint is g�ound in boiled oil and ja-

t,hick; the strip of flannel being drawn over 

pan, m the proportIOn of three to one, and di- the straight side and the two ends thereof, 

luted with spiri Is of turpentine, so as to flow tacked upon the curved part. The flannel 

:reel� and lay smooth, without showing any being occasionally rubbed on the hand, or o� 
Imprmts of the brush. In painting wagons or anot�er piece of cloth, instantly acquires an 

sleIghs, the work must be thoroughly smooth-
elective attractive property, sufficient to raise 

ed with glass-paper, after the first coat is dry. several pieces of the leaf in succession, and 

Three, or at most four coats of the required 
carry them to the sized work :-the block be

color is sufficient: or if the intended color i s  i n g  slightly pressed o n  the leaf, the lalter will 

expensive, the two firs.t coats may be 01 some 
adhere to the flanneJ, and may be carried to 

cheap, but similar color. If the paint is fine, 
a

.
nd placed on, such part of the sizing, as its 

and well laid o�, it will require no smoothmg, size and form will best fit. In this manner 

but may be fimshed with one or two coats of 
tile sized letters, or figures, are completely co� 

copal varniRh. If the work is such as to re-
vered with the gold leaf, which will adhere to 

q�ire stripeing or ornamenting, this is done the sizing: the whole may then be rubbed 

prIOr to varnishing The colors for stripemg over with cotton, and all the superfluous leaf 

are prepared in a similar manner; but colors will be brushed off, leaving tke letters or fig

f.or ornamenting may contain a larger propor- ures entire, No varnish must be put on over 

hon 01 Japan, but les� 01 spirits. Flat camel- the gold leaf, as it '",ould injure the appear· 

hair brushes are sometimes used in laying on ance of it, without contributing to its durabi

the last coat of paint, as they leave the p�int lity ; but gilt letters, or ornaments on carria

more smooth. Long camel· hair pencils are ges, sleighs or chairs, on which they are ex

used fol' striping, and the artist guides his posed to wear, must necessarily be varnished 

h�nd and pencil by means of g uaging with in order to preserve them. Silver or brass 

hiS fingers: that is, he places some one of his leaf may be managed iQ the same manner but 

fingers in such a position, that it may bear on neither of them will retain its lustre, u�less 

the edgesof the pannels or fraIlle work, slid- it is protected by a coat of varmsh. In the 

ing al
.
o�g as the hand moveR with the pencil. formation of letters, in sign-paintilig, very 

In strlpmg wheels, the finger is made to slide little instruction can be given. The shape and 

on the edge of the spokes, or of the rim, as proportion of the letter depends on the taste 

the case may requjre. The only requisite rul�s and skill of the artist: but in general, the per

to be observed in varnishing. are to spread the pendicular section of capitals are made to 

varnish uniformly, laying on as full and flow- swell at the top and bottom, more than those 

ing a quantity as will remain on a vertcial sur-
in types, and the horizontal Ii nes and crosses 

�a�e witho
.
ut r�nning, and finish by brushing 

are heavier. In calculatmg the size of letters 

It In the directIOn of the grain of the wood. -Roman or antique capitals,-which may be 

In painting coach budies, where a polished 
placed in a line, divide the length of the 

surface is required, six, eight or ter. coats of 
board by thenumber of letters in the line, and 

paint are applied. The paint for the second 
take three-fourths of the quotient for the 

third, fourth and fifth coats, may consist prin� height, or vertical length of the letters. When 

cipally of white lead, with a small quantity of a V or W succeeds an A or L, the two letters 

black or other color, and a little litharge for 
may stand closer than in type work; and on 

drymg; these are mixed with boiled oil to the other h and, when an I succeeds H, or is 

the consistency ot soft mortar, and then dilu- succeeded by L, the space should be greater 

ted with spirits sufficient for thE' convenience than in types. By the observance of these 

of grinding them; and when ground the com- and similar rules, the proportion and balance 

pound is again diluted with spirits till it will of the line of letters may be made far supe

work freely with a brush. These several coats rior to those of printed words. 

being successively allowed to dry, the surface (To be continued.) 

is levelled and smoothed by a piece of pumice To Wash Iron with Tin. 

stone, being �ade level on the work side ; Small pieces of iron may be tinned, alter 

and the work IS kept wet with water dUl'ing being filed bright, by washing them with a sa

the process. Then several more coats are ap-

I 
turated. solution of muriate of ammonia in wa

plie�, each in succession being�mootn�d with tel' and by dipping them, while moist, in a ves

pumice stone, finely ground, mixed WIth wa- sel of melted tin. If the iron is of such form 

ter and applied with a piece of cotton or lin en as cannot be conveniently filed, it may be im

cloth. After this fitting up, the work may re- mersed in nitric acid diluted with as much 

ceive two coats of the required color, prepar- water as acid; whe� the acid begins to act 

ed the same as fm' wagons, and the last coat is �ensibly on every part, it may be washed with 

smoothed with fine pumice. The work is then water, and then with the muriate of ammonia 

varnished, and th� last is polished with rotten and if a little fine rosin be sprinkled on it pre 

�tone and sweet 011. The ornamenting, if any, viously to dipping it in the tin, it may be an 

IS done after the first coat of varnish is put on advantage. The iron must remain in the tin 

but prior to the second. till it becomes nearly as hot as the tin, other-

SIGN PAINTING. wise it will be coated too thick. Muriatic 

�e8sel till It is cold. Sheetl! of iron are tinned 

�n the manufactories of tin plate, by immers
I�g the sheets, endwise, in a pot of melted 
tm, the top of which is covered with about 
two inches depth of tallow. This tallow an
swers a better purpose, after it h?s become 
brown b: use, than it does at first. The only 
preparatIOn of the iron sheeti is, to scour 
them perfectly clean and bright. 

:MECHANICAL MOVEMENTS. 
The Regulator. 

. 
This cut illustrates the self-regulating prin

Ciple whereby water wheels andstealI1�ngines 
are made to regulate their own speed, and reo 
presents a revolving perpe]ldicular shaft car
rying two balls which vibrate on levers,

' 
sup

po:ted on a common centre above; these balls 
bemg acted on by the centrifugal force, fly out 
according to the velocity of the shaft. On the 
upper part of the shaft is placed a loose col
lar, connected to the opposite ends of the levers 
which carry the two balls, which by their po
sition either elevate or depress the loose collar, 
and regulate the valve on the right, with 
which it is connected-this arrangement is 
generally usee. to regulate the supply of steam 
to engines. By a different arrangement, this 
regulator (or governor as it is more generally 
termed) is made to Iaise or depresli the gate of 
a watermill, or govern the positions of the sails 
of a wind mt/I; and though many modifications 
have been introduced, they are all based on 
the same principle, and depending ofthe cen
trifugal force. 

Circ.lar and Rectilinear lIIoUon. 

In this cut is represented some of the modes 
of converting the rectilinear motion to the 
curvilinear or circular; and vise versa. In the 
cut is seen a drum or pulley round which a 
cord is passed, and one end thereof is attach
ed to a lever or treadle below. An arm or le
ver is also attached to the periphery of th" 
drum, and on the end of the axle is a crank.
Now by depressing the treadle (which is usu
ally done with the foot) a vertical rectilinear 
motion is produced in the vertical part of the 
cord, while a circular motion is produced in 
the urum and the crank. Put the drum in mo
tion by applying the hand to the crank or to 
the arm, and the same resJ,l1t is produced.
there are various other modes of converting 
one kind of motion to another, such as the rack 
and pinion, ratch and ratchet, crank and pit
man, &c. , which we shall notice in future 
numbers. 

On Sowing Flower Seeds. 

first, l�t the soil be rich and fine, of a nature 
that WIll not bake so as to become hard when 
dry; second, cover the seeds lightly with the 
ea�h; third, if dry weather, keep the ground 
mOist by frequent watering; and fourth, ,hade 
the delicate kinds from the sun, and shelter 
them from winds; this can be done in various 
ways: as by placing a shingle or small piece 
of thm board on the south side, or over the 
spot where the seeds are �own; or an inverted 
flower pot, with a small stone under the edge; 
a small box, or frame with milinet or thin 
cloth over the top, &c.; or even a small hand
ful of fine brush from tbe woods, laid over the 
seeds, and fastened from blowing away, will 
be �f much benefit. Some kinds of seeds, es
peCially those of large size, as the Balsamine 
M

.
orning Glory, Marigold, Sweet Pea, &c., 

Will vegetate freely in any common soil, with
out any particular care. The seeds of the 
C,!!press !line will not often come lip without 
betng first scalded, with boiling hot water.
The Globe .fimaranthus, also, requires scald
mg, but the water should not be quite hoiling. 
-0. Cult 

GIRfl8 Roofed Streets. 

A curi�us street covering is in process of 
construchon at Paris-one of those galleries 
couvertes, or streets protected from the weath
er by glass, and the plan is one of magnificence 
hitherto undreamed of. It is to stretch the 
immense length from the Boule'Dard� St. Den
is to the Place de Chatelet, and the highest 
arc?itectural

. 
talent of France has been employ

ed lU the deSign. It will soon be of no conse
quence, in Paris whether it rains or shines
the caprices of the sky being entirely cut off 
from the public promenades, by a sub-sky of 
glass, and the walking and shopping dry in the 
most wet and foggy, snowy and drizzly sea
sons. As carriages cannot enter these cover
ed streets, of course the rich are there obliged 
to be on a footing with the poor, and the 
s�lendor is eminently republican. 
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""'hen a sign is to be lettered with gold or acid may sometimes be used, instead of muri

gilt leiters, the face of the board, after being ate of ammonia, and if the iron is not filed, it 

painted and smoothed, is to be varnished with will answer a better purpose. The inside of 

copal varnish, before the letters are formed.- cast iron vessels may be tinnid as follows :

The letters are drawn and painted with a com- Cleanse the iron by scouring or rubbing it with 

position called by painters, " Gold sizing," a sharp grained stone, keepil'lg the iron wet 

and which is prepared as follows :-Grind with diluted nitric acid. As the most promi

equal quantities of white lead and litharge, in nent parts of the iron will be first brightened 

a mIXture of equal quantities of old fat 1m seed by the stone, the acid will also commence its 

oil, copal varnish and spirits of turpentine.- action on the same parts, which will very 

'fo this composition may be added a very mi- much facilttate the work, while the hollows, 

nute quantity of chrome yellow, sufficient to and deeper parts of the surface, will remain 

bring the sizing near to a gold color. The oil untouched till the iron is nearly smooth.

for this purpose, may be generally procured When this is accomplished, wash the iron 

from the top of oil paint that has been long with water, and then withclearmuriatic aCid: 

standing in an open vessel. With this sizing tUl'n the vessel over to drain off the superfluous 

the letters, ruling and ornaments are formed, acid: then set it upright and fill it with melt

the sizing being applied with brushes and pen- ed tin, which must be cautiously poured, di

cils, the same as common paint. When this rectly on the bottom of tbe vessel first, and 

sizing becomes hard, but yet not so perfectly the stream increased till the vessel is full; 

dry but that a slight stickiness remains, the then pour out the tin suddenly, and invert the 

As this is the season for sowing flowers, we 
would again remind our readers, the ladies 
especially, that they must expect small and 
delicate kinds of /lower seeds to fail, unless 
they take more pains than usual in sowing them. 
In this climate where the hot sun soon dries 
the eartl� to a greater depth than it will do to 
cover the seeds, of course some kind of shade 
or covering must be resorted to, or failure iii 
certain. If we observe the manner in which 
Nature pr®vides for the vegetation of fine 
seeds, we find that the seeds are scattered up
on the fine vegetable mould of the fields or 
woods, amongst half decomposed leaves or 
moss, and where trees or fences afford shade 
and shelter from winds. The covering of earth 
must be very slight, and while air must not be 
excll1ded, constant moisture must be secured. 
How then can we best imitate Nature in secu
ring the growth of such seeds! We answer, 

This paper is especially entitled to the pat
ronage of MECHANICS and MANUF ACTU
RERS, being devoted to the interests of those 
classes. It is particularly useful to FAR
MERs, as it will not only apprise them ot 
IMPROVEMENTS in AGRICULTURAL IM
PLEMENTS, but INSTRUCT them in various 
MECHANICAL TRADES, and guard against 
impositions. As a F AMIL Y NEWSPAPER, 
it will convey more USEFUL Intelligence to 
children and young people, than five times its 
cost in school instructiop. 
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